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TWO COUNTER-EXAMPLES IN
NONSEPARABLE BANACH SPACES

G.A. ALEXANDROV AND M.I. KADEC

It is shown that the well-known theorem of Kadec for the Hr renorming of separa-
ble Banach spaces, when P is a norming subspace in the dual, cannot be extended
to the class of nonseparable Banach spaces.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let X be a Banach space and let F be a total subspace in the dual space X* .
The norm ||.|| on a Banach space X is said to have the Hr-property, if for se-

quences on the unit sphere, cr(X, F) and norm convergence coincide, that is whenever
x0, xn G X (n < co), lim||a;n|| = ||zo|| and lim/(xn) = f(x0) for all / G I \ then

n n

lim||a;n-a;o|| = 0.
n

The norm ||.|| on a Banach space X is said to have the Kr-property, if the o-(X, V)
and norm topologies coincide on the unit sphere.

Obviously, if the norm has the .Kr-property, then it has the #r-property. The
converse is not true.

When r = X*, then the Hx> -property is known as the H-property or the Kadec-
Klee property and the Kx--property is known as the Kadec property.

If the Banach space X admits an equivalent norm with the Hr or Kr property,
then we write X G (-ffr) or X G (Kr).

It is easy to see that, if F is a total separable subspace in X*, then X G (Kr) if
and only if X G {Er).

The following result of Kadec [5] is well-known: Let X be a separable Banach
space and F is a norming subspace in X*. Then X G (BT)-

Naturally, the question arises: Can we extend this result to the class of nonseparable
Banach spaces?

The answer to this question is negative.
Plicko proved in [7] that, if F is a total subspace in X* such that dens(F) <

dens(Jf), then X £ (Kr)- In particular, it follows that, if X is a separable Banach
space with a nonseparable dual space X*, then X* £ (Bx)-
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Here, we give two examples of total subspaces F in X*, for some concrete Banach
spaces X, with dens(F) = dens(X), such that X £ (#r)-

We denote by Iin(j4) the closed linear hull of the set A C X; dens(X) is the
density character of X, that is, the smallest cardinal for which X has a dense subset
of the same cardinality.

Let F be a subspace of X* . We say that F is norming if its Dixmier characteristic

r(r)= inf J @@>0.
11/11

LEMMA. Let {X, p\) be an uncountable separable metric space, (Y, p2) be a
separable metric space and T: X —» Y be an arbitrary map. Then there exist point
Xo G X and sequence {a!n}n<oo in X, xn ^ XQ , Vn < oo, such that limpi(s;n, xo) — 0

n

and Kmp2{Txn, Tx0) - 0.
n

In this case, we say that xo is a point of partial continuity for the map T.

2. FIRST EXAMPLE

Let AP be the Banach space of all almost periodic functions defined on the real
line R with the supremum norm H-NQO-

We define the linear functional 6t G AP* for every t G R by the equality St(f) =
f{t), f eAP, and define the subspace T =f in(^) t e R in AP* .

The subspace F is norming.
Really, if / G AP, H/H^ = 1, then there exists a sequence {tn}n<oo C R such that

Urn \f(tn)\ = 1, that is l im|*t n(/) | = 1. Since suP(|«(/) | /1|*||) ^ |5 t n( /) | , Vn < oo,n n «er
then r(F) = 1.

PROPOSITION 1. The space AP £ (Hr).

PROOF: Let f\(t) = eiM, A € R, and let ||.|| be an equivalent norm on Banach
space AP.

We examine the function A i—* | | /A| | , A £ R.
According to the Lemma, there exists a point of partial continuity for this function,

that is, there exist Ao, An £ R, An ^ Ao (n < oo) such that

(1) limAn = A0,
n

(2) lim||/AJ| = H/jJI.

From (1) and the definition of the functions f\n we get lim/\n(i) = fxo(t), Vt G R,
n

which is equivalent to

(3) hmSt(fXn)=6t(f^), VtGR.
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Consequently, from (3) for all 6 £ T we have

(4) l i m f ( A J = *(/*,).

Now, if we suppose that the space AP £ (-flr) then from (2) and (4) it follows that
lim ||fxn — fxo\\ = 0 which is, obviously, impossible, since the system {/*}>£]» is mini-

mal (see [6]). The proposition is proved. D

3. SECOND EXAMPLE

Let QC[0, 1] be the Banach space of all real-valued functions defined on [0, 1] for

which f(t + 0) = f(t) for every t, that is, / is continuous from the right and /(< — 0)

exists for every t with the supremum norm H-H -̂

Let E be a dense subset in [0, 1] such that the set E\ = [0, 1] \ E is uncountable.

We define the linear functionals 6t £ QC[0, 1]* for every t € E by the equality

St(f) = f(t), f £ QC[0, 1], and define the subspace T = Bn(*t)1€B in QC[0, I]*.

The subspace F is norming.

Really, if / e QC[Q, 1], H/H^ = 1, then there exists a sequence {<„}„<«> C E

such that l im|/( in) | = 1, that is, l im|*t n(/) | = 1- Since sup(|5(/)| / ||£||) ^ | ^ ( / ) | ,
n n «er

Vn<oo , then r(T) = 1.
P R O P O S I T I O N 2 . The space QC[0,1] £ (-Hr).

PROOF: For every a £ E\ we define the functions f.(t) = O , i f O ^ f < a and
f.{t) = 1, if a < t s? 1. Obviously, / , £ QC[0, 1] for all a £ EX. Let ||.|| be an
equivalent norm on the Banach space QC[0, 1].

We examine the function a •-> H/,11, a £ E\.

According to the Lemma, there exists a point of partial continuity for this function,
that is, there exist ao, an £ E\, an ^ SQ (n < oo) such that

(5)

(6)

From (5) and definition of the functions f,n we get lim/,„(<) = f,0(t), V< £ E, which
n

is equivalent to

(7) lim*1(/.J = *t(/.0)> Vi£E.
n

Consequently, from (3) for all 6 € F we have

(8) ]imS(f.n) = S(f.o).

Now, if we suppose that the space QC[0, 1] £ {Hr) then from (6) and (8) it follows
that lim | | / ,n — / , 0 | | = 0 which is, obviously, impossible, since | | / , n — / , 0 | | = 1 for all

n

n < oo. The proposition is proved. U
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REMARKS, (i) The spaces AP and QC[0, 1] possess an equivalent locally uniformly
convex norm and, consequently, they have the Kadec property (see [1, 2, 3]).

(ii) Godun proved in [4] that, if (XJ, /«),-£/ is M-basis in the Banach space X and
F = l i n ( / i ) i e / , then X € ( # r ) if a^d only if the subspace T is norming.

This gives rise to the following.

QUESTION. Let X be a. nonseparable Banach space and let T be a norming
subspace in dual the space X*. What sufficient conditions must T satisfy so that X
admits the Hr -property?
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